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Executive Summary
Hackers are taking advantage of artificial intelligence technology to create links to help them get into any 
system. This is the technology that many cybersecurity companies use to combat hackers. Unfortunately, it 
seems like cybercriminals are getting ahead of them and using the same trick to bypass any blocks. With this, 
they can expand their moves and no longer have to spend a lot of time and resources to commit a cybercrime. 
People should be prepared to deal with a more advanced and destructive artificial intelligence-based virus in 
2021 and the years to come.

Details
The attackers’ attempts at leveraging this advanced technology offensively against your company. It is possible 
they could design, or have already designed, a program “smart” enough to understand how to analyse all 
possible vectors of attack. This program could potentially select the best option, execute successfully, and 
remain undetected, running 24x7 and critically “thinking” about how to attack and—most importantly—how 
to avoid being detected. 

Now we know that intelligent machines are mathematically possible, we must anticipate a future software 
program smart enough to understand how to analyse all possible vectors of attack, select the best option, 
execute successfully.

According to a survey, 88% of security experts believe AI-powered attacks will become common in the coming 
years.
• Attackers targeted TaskRabbit, an online platform for freelancers, one of the most prevalent AI-powered 

cyber-attacks. In April 2018, 3.75 million website users had their credit card and banking information 
stolen from their user database. Attackers used massive zombies controlled by AI to launch a DDoS attack 
on TaskRabbits’ servers.

• Last year, an attacker used AI to imitate a CEOs’ voice in a phone call, defrauding a UK energy organization 
of £200,000.

• For social media behemoths, AI-manipulated “deepfake” material built to propagate disinformation is a 
significant concern.

In short AI based cyber-attacks are more of a self-healed and self-learning codes which will execute itself 
without being caught. 

Severity
HIGH

Affected Devices
IOT Devices 



Suggested Action
• Security experts need to plan for a futuristic AI software system that can evaluate all potential threat vectors, 

choose the right strategy, implement effectively, and locate malware.
• Use AI software to combat AI when tracking logs.
• AI security log analysis is a great technique to look for anomalies. It can find for and generate predictive 

insight using a very large number of factors, resulting in predictive capabilities.
• Organizations need to assess how AI attacks are likely to be used against their AI system. And then develop 

response plan strategies to mitigate the impact.
• Natural language processing can be used to gather data on previous and current cyberattacks, collect threat 

data, and improve privacy features.
• AI automation of operations relieves the human experts’ workload and optimizes response time.
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